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Victory In SSLC
Examinations100 %

Yet again...Ayathanites have repeated

history. Competing with the numerous schools

within the district, AGMS holds its crown high,

amongst the ten schools with 100 % results.

Making our ancestors proud, honoring our

mentors’ sacrifices, setting standards, we

move forward with mighty strength of

aspirations. We take this opportunity and

dedicate this issue of Ayathan Times to

congratulate Ms. Krishna Preethi and Ms.

Shrudhi KM [Sub Editors of Ayathan Times]

and Ms. Afrin Rahim C on their A+  along

with the other winners. Truly every Ayathanite

abides by your victory..Hip Hip Hurray!!!

“Good Luck For All Your Future

Endeavors “  - Your’s truly AGMS

Aims / goal are the fuel source for

any organization to move forward.

AGMS too has a vision to triumph over

and in order to do so certain aspirations

as such below are to be taken care off.

They are

Modern & Advanced Play School,

Kindergarten Play Area

Surveillance Cameras, Public

addressing system

SMS Alerts to parents, Attendance

Registering System

New School Van , 100% Digital

Classrooms

Trainers for Football, Badminton &

Table Tennis, Musical Instrument &

Dance Training

Mentoring system for 9th Std, 100

Points Recognition Program

Increasing the number of computers

to 40, Additional Classrooms

AGMS Vision
2013 – 2016

Afrin Rahim Shrudhi KM Krishna Preethi

Efficient Management &
Distribution of Leadership

Unlike previous years, the AGMS

Management has streamlined the hierarchy

pyramid with an intention of efficient

management and to reach out to every individual

working and aiming for the betterment of

Ayathan School. The order of hierarchy is as

follows.

Mrs. Nisa Febeesh takes charge as the

Headmistress for AGMS assisted by Mrs. Divya

Emil as the Assistant HM from the upcoming

academic year. The ground personnel include

the Section Heads [Mrs. Jesni Shefik for High

School Section, Mrs. Divya Emil for UP, Ms.

Sindhu Lakshman for LP and Mrs. Sumangala

Hermon for the Kinder Garten Section] are the

new point of contacts for ‘Operation AGMS’

We would like to take this opportunity to first

Thank Mrs. O Jayanthi Ragavan for her

immense support and guidance throughout her

term as the AGMS Headmistress. We also

consider AGMS Times as a plinth to

Congratulate all of the above mentioned

personals for their rise up the ladder.

“Inspiration is one thing and you can’t

control it, but hard work is what keeps the

ship moving. Good luck means, work hard.”

Kevin Eubanks
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Praveshana
Ulsavam

Unlike the previous years, Praveshana

Ullsavam was organized within the school

premises to welcome not only the newbies, but

also the oldies and to ease the atmosphere. The

said so was the first event conducted in AGMS

and marked the beginning for the different

cultural and academic events that were lined

up for the academic year. Various musical

instruments and their musical notes enchanted

students to an extent that the students’ anxiety

was calmed out.

Kinder Garten
Convocation Day

What better way to mark the closing

of a cultural saga. The Tots and Tiaras of

Upper Kinder Garten celebrated the

convocation day with great enthusiasm.

Being the first of its kind, the day hosted

the graduation ceremony and was honored

by the Sub editor of Manorama Mr. K.J

George, the Chief Guest for the event. He

also imparted knowledge on various

parenting, teaching aspects while dealing

with little children and their academic, co-

curricular activities.

Right from the prayer until the

conclusion of the event, the carrying of

the program was done graciously by the

proud tots of AGMS which was highly

impressive. Parents and Students were

given opportunities to grab and capture

these moments both by being in a group

and individually. A remarkable event that

indeed, was a feather to the success cap.

Onam
The state festival was celebrated within the

AGMS premises with great grandeur. The

celebrations were held on the 24th of August

2012 under the leadership of PTA. Various

games such as passing the cap, sundarikku aaru

pottu thodum, dumcharades etc were held and

parents, teachers and students participated

enthusiastically. In the meanwhile a pookalam

malsaram was conducted in the school

auditorium. The four houses, leaving no room

for error dedicated themselves totally to outdo

each other and thereby prepare the best

pookallam possible.

Arjun K of Tenth Standard graced the event

by depicting Mahabali, in whose honor Onam

is celebrated. It was Mahabali who carried the

first Ayathan Times edition for the 2012 – 2013

academic year to the forefront and handed it

over to the Chief Guest Mr. Ashok Srinivas,

Beareau Chief of Mathrubhumi for the

unveiling ceremony. Mr. Srinivas, impressed by

the elegance and grandeur shared his thoughts

with the students and parents. AGMS Manager

Mr. AK Manugopal presided over the event.

Onasadhya, an inevitable part of Onam

celebrations were organized by the PTA.

Classrooms were turned into massive dining

rooms where parents, student and teachers

irrespective of being from any form of lifestyle

made it a point to have lunch with as many as

possible. A remarkable event that would be

cherished for the days to come. The school

closed for the holiday season on the same day.

Mr. Ashok Srinivas, Beareau Chief of

Mathrubhumi, unveiling the Ayathan Times

first issue of 2012

ANNUAL REPORT 2012-2013
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Independence
Day Celebrations

On the 15th August, 2012 moving forward

with the Cultural Revolution Ayathanites

celebrated the day in a grand manner. The

celebration was organized under the Literary

Association banner. The Chief Guest Mr.

Pramod. P, Circle Inspector of Kasaba

Police Station, hoisted the ceremonial

National Flag and under the School Captain’s

command the traditional Flag Salute was

commenced.

HM Mrs O Jayanthi Ragavan presided over

the meeting and PTA President Mr. Prasanth

P.R felicitated the event. Aswathy Narendran

of tenth standard graced the event by enacting

the role of Bharath Matha which in itself was

mesmerizing. Mimers under the leadership of

Akshay Prasad [Tenth Standard] portrayed to

the crowd the essence of solidarity amongst

various religions and the school singers under

the leadership of Shruthi KM of Tenth and

Anjali P of Seventh standard emphasized on

the language unity with their songs in the three

main languages.

The Skit which was the main event was

carried out by the Ayathanites with utmost

perfection that commanded every parents’,

teachers’ and students’ attention and

appreciation. Most of the accreditations were

for the beginning of the Cultural Revolution and

in a way a declaring the cultural awakening in

AGMS. As part of the tradition, students,

parents and teachers were given the pin – up

flags and were offered sweets.

If not in school then where would children /

students showcase their cultural talents?

Keeping this in mind, on the 26th, 27th, and

28th of September, the youth festival known

as School Kalolsavam was commenced. Two

weeks prior to the event, teachers and students

industriously worked towards raising their

standards from the previous years which

definitely was evident during the competition.

Houses battled head to head and filled the

air with the spirit of constructive competition.

Judges were invited from various walks of life

who were not associated with AGMS to provide

unbiased judgment that will on the long run

enhance the cultural ability of Ayathanites. On

the third day of the event, team Alpha lifted

their flags high above the ground in celebration

of their unmatched victory.

Team Gamma who were the strongest

competitors that team Alpha had faced, ranked

Second in the overall scoring with Team Beta

in Third and Team Delta in the Fourth place,

respectively. In spite of the rankings, every

house joined hands in the celebrating each

other’s victory. It is here and then we believe

that every one of us have contributed to each

other’s growth and hence has a claimed part

of each other’s success.

Youth Festival

ANNUAL REPORT 2012-2013
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Christmas
Amidst the Half Yearly Examination, and

before the school closing for the season,

Christmas was celebrated moderately. Ananthu

of IX standard became the Santa Clause

carrying candies and balloons. Carol singers

accompanied the Santa papa from class to class

while he distributed sweets and danced in joy

with children.

The famous Jingle Bells song was played

over the speaker bringing the feel of Christmas.

Teachers and Students for the moment forgot

their surroundings and joined in the celebrations.

Students were also imparted with New Year

greetings and were asked to take up resolutions

that would enable them to begin an effective

and prosperous New Year.

Although not in

a grand scale,

Republic Day too

was celebrated in

a fairly great

manner. Our HM

Mrs. O Jayanthi

Ragavan hoisted

the National Flag.

PTA President Mr.

PR Prashanth pre

sided over the

event. Certificates

Athletics is an

inevitable part of

every school curri-

culum that mainly

concentrates on

the health and

plays an active part

in a student’s scho

-ol life. AGMS has

always promoted

such activities

within and outside

the school premi-

Republic Day Celebrations

Sports

School Fairs
Different clubs within the school conducted

the fairs / exhibitions on the 15th of October

2012. Science Club, Maths Club and IT Club,

bearing in mind the fair protocols organized and

exhibited their products which included Still

Models, Working Models, Charts and Graphs

etc. Students took great care and interest in

making such models and were under the

leadership / influence of their respective

Science and IT teachers. Judges were invited

from outside the school family to ensure

unbiased judgment. The winners with the best

exhibit will be prompted to proceed to the Sub

district and there with to the District level fairs.

Teacher’s Day
Celebrations

On the 5th of September 2012, AGMS

Teachers were honored by the PTA and

the School Management. Teachers were

showered with praises and gifts as a token

of appreciation for their peak contributions

towards the growth of students as well as

the school.

Mrs. Sumangala Hermon was awarded

the Best Teacher for the Year 2011 – 2012

with a cash prize and memento. Mrs. Rema

Devi, again from the Nursery Section was

felicitated with memento for completing 25

years with AGMS. Suma Ma’am and

Rema Ma’am have been amongst the

greatest contributors to AGMS.

The event was presided over by HM

Mrs. O Jayanthi Ragavan and the Vote Of

Thanks was given by Mrs. Elizabeth Shine.

Mother PTA Mrs. Nisha and PTA

President Mr. Prashanth PR were also

present at the event as the organizers.

Children’s Day
Celebration

Abhilash Ardar Kunder of

Tenth Standard took up the

role of Pundit Jawaharlal

Nehru whom we call Chachaji

and celebrated his birthday

which is also known as

Children’s Day. Students were

excited to see Chachaji and

greeted him with respect.

Chachaji also made it a point

to meet and greet every

student in person, inflowing a

sense of presence of the great

Patriotic Leader who also

served the nation as the First

Prime Minister and an

industrious activist during the

freedom fights. Sweets were

distributed to students like

every one of their own

birthdays. Various games were

organized for the students.

and Mementos for the Best Dressed and Best

Behavior were awarded to students from Kinder

Garten to the Tenth Standard. The event also

hosted songs by the School Choir group in

various languages. As tradition calls for it,

sweets were distributed and students departed

in an orderly manner. Although short, it has to

be taken into note that the gathering in itself

evoked a sense of patriotism amongst all those

present.

A sense of being an Indian blanketed every

heart and soul present.

ses. The ADIDAS AGMS Sports was

conducted on the 9th of November. House

members cheered and encouraged their team

mates to reach the end line ahead of everybody.

In the end, team Alpha again, lifted their flags

being victorious. Team Beta rose to the second

place and Gamma in the Third Position. Delta

ranked Fourth in the line promising to return

with better vibes.

On the whole, Sports brought about a feeling

of Team Spirit which was long lost after the

Youth Festival Celebrations.
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As a token of appreciation and encourage-

ment, a memory to cherish, a remarkable school

day, tenth standard were taken out of the school

premises as part of their see off ceremony.

Students were picked up from AGMS and were

entertained at the Gotheeswaram Beach Resort

at Beypore where students had a blast!! Water

games, nonstop refreshments and elaborate

buffet / lunch made their school days worth

the wait.

Mrs. Jesni Shefeeq headed the outing with

the support of Mrs. Ranjana, Mrs. Sheeba and

Mr. P.R Prashanth. AGMS Manager Mr. A.K

Manugopal, HR Managers Mr. Jaygopal, Mr.

Dhinu Krishna were also a part of the

celebration for a brief while. A lunch was

organized for the Tenth Standard students and

later a small gathering where the students

imparted their thoughts and gratitude.

Although the later part of the day was

clouded with mixed emotions of success as well

as separation, the eccentric games helped clear

the shadow to a greater extent. Tenth Standard

would begin their final exams on the 11th March,

Tenth Standard Outing and
Send Off Ceremony

On the 25th of February, 2012 AGMS

celebrated the Annual School Day. The

ceremony was inaugurated by Mr. Vinod

Bhattathiripad, a renowned consultant in the

field of Cyber Forensics. The event was

presided over by HM Mrs. O Jayanthi Ragavan.

AGMS Manager Mr. AK Manugopal, Vice

HM Mrs. Nisa Febeesh, PTA President Mr.

PR Prashanth and School Captain Syed

Mohammad Hannan were also present at the

stash.

Proficiency Certificates, Rajya Puraskar,

Spell Bee Certificates, Club Awards, Excellence

Awards, Best Teacher and Performer plaques

etc were awarded. The event began with the

Welcome Dance by the Nursery Tots and the

Ranga Pooja by Vismaya M and team which

was followed by the remaining cultural

showcase. The event was graced by various

dignitaries who were amongst us celebrating

the Annual Day.

AGMS Annual Day Celebrations

Nursery Talent
Show

From February 15th to 20th Nursery students

displayed their talents in various subjects within

the nursery premises. The exhibition was held

over a period of three days and was highly

complimented both for the event as well as for

the encouragement provided by the school

authorities to enhance and promote talents in

all fields. Under the leadership of Mrs.

Sumangala Hermon, the exhibition was truly a

sight for sore eyes.

National
Integration Day

The year 2012 – 2013 had seen an increased

advent of guests who shared their experiences,

knowledge and at the same time spent time

with Ayathanites. One being the observance

of the National Integration Day. Dr. Mehul R

Mahesh from JCI, Calicut and Mrs. Rupali

Mehul from JCI, Calicut graced the day’s

assembly by imparting the importance of the

day and encouraged students and teachers to

oblige the traditional and ceremonial NID  oath.

Their simplicity and elegance for sure captured

students who readily pledged towards the youth

integration.

2013 which would mark the end of their school

life – a life that would be yearned for in the

upcoming days.

School Assembly
Periodic School Assemblies are conducted

on every Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

in the morning hours. Every assembly begins

with a prayer and consists of important

announcements, news, thought for the day

etc. AGMS assemblies are classified

according to houses. I.e. If in a given week

Alpha conducts the assembly on Monday, then

the Friday assembly would be Beta house’s

responsibility.

The following week assembly will be hosted

by Gamma and Delta respectively. The

Wednesday assembly has been the responsibility

of the Scout’s group. In this manner most part

of the student’s group are given an opportunity

to exhibit their leadership skills.
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Ayathan Times
Second Edition

The second edition

of Ayathan Times was a

dedicated issue to

AGMS HM Mrs. O

Jayanthi Ragavan for her

immense contributi-

ons to AGMS and

every individual

involved with the

school. The unveiling

ceremony was commenced on a School

Assembly in the presence of the entire Teaching

Staff and Students. Moved by this gesture, HM

expressed her humble gratitude and imparted

her experience as a learning step to the gathered

crowd of Teachers and Students. HM also took

this opportunity to convey her good luck wishes

to every student, especially that of the Tenth

Graders.pecially that of the Tenth Graders.

School Elections
School Elections were conducted on the 25th

July 2012. Students who fell in the required

criterion were given opportunities to present

and canvas students and were elected

democratically through the medium of elections.

Syed Mohammad Hannan of Tenth Standard

won the elections defeating his fellow class

mate Burhan N.P. Bebetto Babulzar claimed

victory over Sreeram CH for the role of Vice

Captain. The election gave a podium for

students not only to elect their leaders but also

for the leaders to prove their ability by portraying

utmost efficiency with the required ethics. Mrs.

Ranjana P.J was commissioned as the Election

Commissioner for AGMS.

Teacher’s review
As part of the continuous growth cycle, on

the 2nd of April, 2012 teacher’s review was

done by the school management. Teachers’s

were given a topic from their normal portion

and were asked to take classes. Rankings and

points were allotted in accordance based on

their performance. Various criterions were set

and were judged by a judging panel that

consisted of Mr. AK Manugopal [Manager],

Mr. Dhinu Krishna and Mr. Jayagopal C [HR

Coordinators] Mrs. Jayanthi Ragavan [HM]

and the honorable Judge Mrs Jameela Kabir

who is a Lecturer in the English Department

at Government Arts College, Calicut. Although

filled with tension, the teachers definitely came

out in flying colors. Such periodical evaluations

will be conducted to gauge every teacher’s

growth.

As mentioned earlier AGMS has been an

encouraging abode for many clubs and their

activities. Clubs such as Social Club, Maths

Club, IT Club, Eco Club, Science Club etc hosts

various programs / activities throughout the year

with an intention of enhancing student’s

academic as well as intellectual growth. Quiz

competitions, elocutions, drawing and painting

competitions, skits etc are few of the activities

organized by these clubs. Students were also

given opportunities to explore beyond school

boundaries and gain practical knowledge and

experience.

Literary Association
The English club under the banner of

Literary Association has been an active club

throughout the academic year. With the intention

of enhancing English language and building self

confidence and various other soft traits, the

English club successfully conducted debates,

tableaus, extempore, caption & story writing,

singing & dance competitions, rhymes and

dialogue writings etc. One remarkable event

organized by the club was the Fruit Salad day

for the Nursery section. Club members

personally took charge from the start until the

end of the day and were indeed one of the most

successful events. To widen the intellect of

students, crosswords and puzzles were also

added and organized under the same banner

by the club.

Vidyarangam
The AGMS Malayalam Club under the

banner Vidyarangam Kalasahithya Vedi has

also been a prominent and active club in the

academic year 2012 – 2013.One of the most

remarkable contribution of Vidyarangam to

AGMS was the mesmerizing trip to Mrs. Febi

Basheer [wife of late Vaikom Muhammad

Basheer]’s home town. The trip provided an

insight to the ever living late Basheer’s life.

Apart from the mentioned the Malayalam

club also organized various quiz programs

commemorating the life works of Basheer,

Mahatma Gandhi and Arikode respectively in

the event of their death anniversary.

A memorance program on one of the

greatest and versatile actor Mr. Surendranatha

Thilakan and T.A Shahid, a renowned script

writer who died young were held within the

AGMS premises.

Late Mr. Sukumar Azhikode, whose

immense contribution to the field of Malayalam

Literature as a critic and as a vigorous speaker,

were cherished and remembered.

Mrs. AG Geetha, retired Principal of

Kunnamangalam Higher Secondary School and

a student of the former presided and shared

her memories of Azhikode Sir. Going down the

memory lane she imparted her experience as

a student, as a teacher and later as the Principal

of a School. Vidyarangam has also been

industrious in conducting weekly programs

within AGMS premises on every Fridays during

the school lunch hour.

Club Activities

Squad
Categorization

At the start of the academic year, old

students were informed and confirmed of their

houses and the newbie’s were allotted to the

four houses equally. Such categorization was

made with an intention to invoke the essence

of team spirit and loyalty amongst students. It

also was a fuelling method to bring about

solidarity and respect for the fellow teams.

Every house was given the opportunity to elect

their House Captains and their Vice Captains,

who would represent them devoting their time

and effort solely for the betterment of their

teams.

Spell Bee
In order to enhance the

academic skills and

intellect ability of

students, the Spell

Bee program

organizers were

invited and with

their guidance

the first school

level competition

was held on the 12th of

December, 2012. With a registration fee of Rs.

300/- a total of 15 students appeared.
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Library
AGMS library has grown along with the

developments of the school. With over 4000

books, AGMS library provides an easy space

for around 50 students at a stretch to expand

their reading skills, peacefully. Comics, Novels,

Biographies, Documentaries, Science and

Maths related journals, etc are few of the

categories amongst the lot. The Library is on

an expansion move and would contain CDs and

DVD shows as part of the student’s

educational requirement. Students will also be

provided with referral guidance books that

could widen their subject knowledge and at the

same time encourage reading habits.

School Bus
Under the leadership of the school

management, the PTA runs the school bus

services. With the growing demand, the number

of transportation modes would be increased

thereby accommodating far off students and

lessening the burden on the parent’s shoulder.

The school bus route starts from School-

Parayancheri-Pottammal-Palazhi road Ollur

Siva temple-Chinmaya school-Thondayad

Bypass junction-Chevayoor-Medical College -

Karaparamba - Mankavu - Payyanakkal

Computer Lab
One of the key amenities provided by the

school is the spacious and fully fledged

computer lab which is also at the verge of

expansion. The IT section is currently

undergoing changes with regards to the

availability of computers at the count of two

Students per Computer, Wider Work Stations

etc. The sophisticated lab is equipped with

modern software and; WIFI facility is made

available for students to explore their IT skills

through the web.

Canteen
The PTA with the consent of the school

management runs the school canteen. The prior

intention being that no student should go hungry

when they forget to get their lunch to school.

Although not a full on lunch, the school canteen

provides sufficient food to curb hunger until the

students reach home.

Educomp
Digitalization is the theme of today’s world.

So is it in AGMS. Every class is equipped with

the Edu Comp instruments, thereby digitalizing

classrooms. Like the saying goes “Seeing is

believing” students are given a virtual ride

through these humongous televisions as part

of their regular classroom lessons. A better

understanding is perceived while explaining the

chapters. It also reduces the homework aspect

of teachers, as every tiny bit of their portions is

available in the Edu Comp database. These

‘Big TVs’ enable both teachers and students

to explain and grasp every detail required as

per the syllabus.

Science Lab
Another sophisticated

amenity provided by the

school is the science lab.

Equipped with the latest

instruments and ample amount of chemicals and

the numerous number of specimens have

definitely added reality / practical to Chemistry,

Biology and Physics lessons. Strict safety rules

are followed and the students are given ‘hands

on’ experience to the various experiments

prescribed by the syllabus. Lab facility is made

available only in the presence of the respective

teachers. The lab also hosts provisions for crash

classes required for the explanation of the

operations and experiments.

A/C Day Care
Play Area facility

The current Day Care facility has been

moved to a better and spacious area inside the

main school surrounding away from the

roadside dust and sound. The rooms are air

conditioned not just to cool the atmosphere but

as a pollution control instrument, thereby

ensuring a germ free and pleasant environment.

The play area has been widened and so are

the options. Tots and tiaras of various age

groups can choose their mode of entertainment

under the efficient supervision of educated and

able teachers. With the increase in the number

of admissions, the social behavior of these

children is molded at a younger age thereby

enabling them to cope with the upcoming years’

hurdles and enjoy the fruits of their success.

Sub District and District Level
Youth Festival and Sports

Curbing talents has never been AGMS’ trait.

Instead maximum support and aid is assured

to every individual irrespective of being a

student or a teacher. The winners of the Sub

District and District Level Youth Festival and

Sports are as follows.

SUB DISTRICT:

Continuous
Surveillance

CCTV surveillance has been initiated in

order to ensure the safety of every student and

teacher. Such continuous monitoring ensures

school officials that every student and teacher

has a safe environment that they are entitled

to. Offenders could be easily identified and

necessary action could be enforced.

Sneha Sparsham

Kidney Foundation
AGMS being a socially active school has

contributed to various charitable organizations

that are devoted to ‘heal the world’ One such

move was the contributions made to the Sneha

Sparsham Kidney Foundation. Students were

given flyers and the same was hosted during

the school assembly. Students were encouraged

to contribute a part of their pocket money.  A

fairly lump sum amount was collected and was

donated to the foundation. The willingness of

the students to contribute for a cause is

definitely a feather to the school’s cap of

unseen, unsung achievements.

Talent Display
Apart from the above mentioned various

academic talent exhibiting exams / competitions

were conducted throughout the year. Holy Faith

Talent Search, Suguma Hindi Exam, Kairali

Vigyan  Exam, Universal Arts Drawing

Competition, Muthoot Fin Corp Drawing

Competition, The Cradle Maternity Hospital

Drawing Competition etc are amongst the few

to name. As mentioned AGMS has always

promoted talents irrespective of it being

academic, cultural or athletic.

Swimming Competition –  in the Sub

Junnior/Junior/Senior Aquatic Championship

organized by the Kozhikode District Aquatic

association on 5th October 2012 at Cherooty

Memorial Swimming Pool with the vigourous

patronage of Mrs. Bhavani, students

successfully completed the event.

Vismaya.M

(IX std).

Third prize

A grade

Sreeram.C.H (IX std) First prize

A grade in Malayalam Elocution

& Third prize A grade in English

Elocution, First prize in IT Project,

First prize in Ramanujan Paper Presentation,

First prize in Social Science Elocution, First

prize in Regional Science Centre and

Planetarium Elocution.

in Folk Dance.

Aparna

(V std)

A grade

in

Malayalam Recitation

Amal Migael, Monson M.S. (VII Std) A

Grade with II place in Improvised Experiments
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SSLC
Batch
2013

AGMS HM Mrs. O Jayanthi Ragavan was

awarded the Best HM of the unaided school

category on the 4th February 2013. With her

retirement on the way, this definitely adds on to

her achievement list and a feather to the cap.

Mrs. Jesni Shefiq, of AGMS Physics Dept. won

the category ‘Making of the Best Teaching Aid’

at the Sub – District and District Level.

Competing with the high profile schools and

being victorious is merely a declaration “We

Ayathanites, are here”. We would like to take

this opportunity to congratulate Mrs. O Jayanthi

Ragavan and Mrs. Jesni Shefik on their victory.

Scouts
Program

Under the leadership of Sami master and

keen interest of the school, the Scouts program

is organized. The scout classes are mostly

conducted on Thursdays and Fridays after

school hours. It is a proud fact that every one

of the Scouts group are disciplined to handle

any crowd volume, perform first aid and provide

all assistance during events within and outside

the school.

Another achievement by the Scouts group

is being honored with Rajya Puraskar. Bebetto

Babulazer, Abhilash E.S, Nimin Kumar S.K.

three of the mentioned scouts members of

AGMS are proud recipients of Rajya Puraskar.

Scouts from AGMS have functioned at various

venues, claiming great appreciations. Students

from all walks of life could avail this scouts

opportunity and exhibit their leadership skills and

thereby contribute to the society.

HM Honoring & Best Teaching Aid

Synergia
A student is molded to become efficient,

disciplined and above all to become a Good

Human Being. With such intentions for the

benefit of every Ayathanite, a group called

Synergia was formed with personality

development as the main curriculum. The group

is being headed by the AGMS HR Coordinators

– Mr. Jayagopal and Mr. Dhinu Krishna, who

are great contributors in this field. As feedbacks

received, every student has been benefitted

from this program. Synergia classes are

conducted within the school premises on every

Wednesdays. The classes include public

speaking, enhancing soft skills, development of

society ethics etc which on the long run will be

of use for every civilized human being.

Yoga
Discipline, concentration and health are a

few prominent factors in a student’s life. What

better way to achieve all of these with a simple

introduction of a medium like Yoga. The School

hosts

yoga

classes

af te r

school

hours

under

t h e

g u i -

dance and leadership of Mrs. Bhavani P.

Yoga master Mr. Shibin efficiently imparts

the yoga asana and ensures that every

enrolled student is performing in accordance

with the system and enjoys the results of

such involvement.

Currently, yoga classes are conducted for

LP students, which will be extended to the UP,

HS students and teachers in the upcoming

academic year.


